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SUMMARY

An induced polarization survey executed over eight claims in the 

Little Sister J,akc Area, "Q" Township, Ontario did reveal chargeability 

background levels as high as seven milliseconds. Only minor anomalous 

responses, unlikely to bc of economic significance, were present.

No recommendations were made for further work.
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INTRODUCTION

During the period July 8, 1971 to July 14/1971 (inclusive), an 

induced polarization survey was conducted on a property directly south of 

Little Sister Lake, "Q" Township, Sudbury Mining Division, by Seigel Associate; 

Limited on behalf of Mr. C. F. Rice.

The properly comprises eight claims; numbers 154593, 154596, 

154599-60) inclusive, and 208056-58 inclusive. This block of eight claims is 

located immediately south of Little Sister Lake in the southwestern corner 

of "Q" Township and the centre- of the claim group is located ..pproximately 

at 4C 0 38'N latitude and 82 O 33'\V longitude. Access is by liglu plane to Sister 

Lake from Elliot Lake. A location map showing the lo~al topography as well 

the eight claims is included on Plate l on a scale of l" ; 2640', The survey 

consisted of 11 east-wes t l ra ve i-s e lines or. a pre-cut grid, the section 

surveyed on each line being indicated on Plate 1. A total of approximately 4 

line miles of profile were obtained. The three electrode array configuration 

was used throughout the property employing a 200 and 400 ft. electrode spacing 

with station interval every 200 ft. The purpose of the survey was to map the 

distribution of sub-surface metallic mineralization in the precambrian rocks 

underlying the survey area.



INSTRUMENTATION

The .survey was performed with a Scintrcx Mark VII time domain 

(pulse type) induced polarization unit. This equipment consists of a Newmont 

type remotely triggered receiver and a 2-^ kW transmitter operating with a 

current on-time of 2 seconds and a current off-time of 2 seconds. This system 

measures the apparent resistivity of the ground in ohmmetrcs and 2 parameters 

of the over voltage curve shape. The chargeability, M, measured in millisecond 

is the normalized integral of the transient vokage between 0.45 and 1. l seconds 

after current cut-eff. The 0.45 seconds delay time allows most electromagnetic 

induction transients, switching transients and inter-line coupling effects to 

disappear before measurements are made. The area over the transient curve, 

taken as a reference the transient voltage at 0.-15 seconds after the current cut 

off, is also measured. This measurement is made during the period 0.45 

seconds to 1. 75 seconds after the current cut-off and is expressed as a quantity 

l-. Like M, l, is measured directly in milliseconds at the receiver. The num 

ber of consecutive integrations of both ], and M are measured and the average 

values used to reduce telluric noise effects and other interferc'nce. The Ij/M 

ratio may bc considered a sensitive 1 indication of the transient curve shape. It 

has been well established that the L/M ratios measured in areas of no metallic 

mineralization are constant within better than 20 r 'i. Significant departure froni 

this range- usually iniplies an abnormal condition, either an anomalous metallic 

polarization response or significant electromagnetic or interline coupling. The 

attached copy of an article; Vv Dr. H. C). Seigel entitled, "Induced Polarization 

Method", gives further information on the theory of Induced Polarization as



well as the techniques used to measure the phenomena.

GKOLOGY

The geology of the area is shown on the Ontario Department of Mines 

Preliminary Geological Map No. P474 on a scale of l" ;; ^ mi e. The area 

immediately south of little Sister Lake is covered by a 1500 ft. wide east-wei't 

running post-Huronian-diorite , contacting to the south with quart/.ites and 

conglomerates. T\vo diabase dikes arc mapped to cut through the survey area 

in a southeast-northwesterly striking direction. The Geological Survey of 

Canada Airborne Magnetic Map 2^-11 G on a scale of l" - l mile confirms the 

slightly south of west striking direction of the formations. A local magnetic 

high coincides with the sediments. The general northwest-southeasterly trend 

on l h y airborne magnetic sheet might reflect the numerous diabase dikes present 

in this part of the Canadian Shield.

PRESENTATION OKJ)ATA

Plate l shows the result of the three array profiles on a scale of 

l' 1 : ZOO ft. Apparent resistivity, chargeability and l,/M ratio are shown for 

each line and each spacing. The chargeability results arc- plotted on a vertical 

scale of J" - 10 milliseconds. The resistivity values are plotted on a . 

logarithmic scale for which 1.33 " : a factor of 10. The Datum level is- 1000 

ohmmetres. 'J'he 1,/M ratio is plotted on a vertical scale of l" ~ l unit. The 

interline spacing is to scale.



DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The chargeability results reveal relatively low values. The maximun 

value being 10. 5 milliseconds revealed along the line O' -f 00 station 5\V. In 

general the background level ranges from 2-7 milliseconds. The values 

obtained with the 200 ft. electrode separation are in general somewhat lower 

and of a wider spectrum than those obtained with 400 ft. separation. This 

effect is normal in areas where a slight amount of non-polaris-.able overburden 

material is present. ]n such cases, the overburden effect is more visible with 

the short separation than with the larger one. Normally, background levels up 

to 7 milliseconds in Canadian Shield conditions arc not to be of anomalous 

character. Most basic formations in the Shield have a certain amount of 

polar liable material such as pyrite, magnetite, graphite, etc. in them which 

gives a background level of up to 7 milliseconds. In the present survey area 

values higher than 10 n illiseconds should be considered to be anomalous and

no distinct areas of anomalous chargeability response were revealed. Gradual

tW-y 
changes can be caused by both lit hological/ias well as varying thickness of

overburden.

The resistivity values ranee from 500 to 37,000 ohimnet res.

Howevei j most values range between 2,000 and 6,000 ohmme'res. The higher 

values are mostly obtained with the larger spacing. However, it is as well 

shown that the -100 ft. spacing results show somewhat smoother profiles which 

means an averaging of a larger volume of material. A clear increase in 

resistivity values is shown on lines 4, 8 and 1?.S near station 2 4 00 W. This 

increase to the west, from 2,500 to 7,500 ohmmctres, might indicate a

lithological change.



The only markable change in chargeability, resistivity and 

values present in the survey area occ.urs at the western extremities of line 8 

and 12S. The ?,00 (t. chargeability drops down to nearly negligible values. 

The resistivity decreases to 3,000 ohmmctrcs from a high of 11,000 ohmmetres 

and the L/M values; have a dramatic increase which cannot be explained with 

pur present knowledge of I,/M ratios. However, the decrease in chargeability 

and resistivity is in a negative anomalous sense which might be due to an 

increase in overburden and is not likely to have any economic significance.

The results obtained over this grid are considered to bc of a non- 

anomalous r UuiL- even though minor oscillations over a background level as 

high as 7 milliseconds might occur. Those minor anomalies might reflect 

lithological changes in the bedrock or variations in overburden thickness. On

ill C bel ft l .S

spectfully submitted,

;ih' K lein, M. Se. , l-'. Kng. 
physicist
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ASSESSMENT WORK BREAKDOWN

Type of Survey .......

2. Township or Area -----

3. Numbers of Mining Claims Traversed by Survey .....??9?P,5.7-

S154599 

SI 54600

i

4. Number of Miles of Line Cut ........J?.............. Flown

*5. Number of Stations Established ...-.--?}P-..--.-......-...---.-......-

*6. Make and type of Instrument Used ...?f jntrcx.Mk ,VII,. .Ti.m e^ D^om a m JI^

*7. Scale Constant or Sensitivity ...... JI1

*8. Frequency Used and Power Output

N/A

Time-Domnin 2 s econds on. ?. s econds off 2, 5k\v

Summary of Assessment Credits (details on reverse side)

Total 8 hour Technical Days (Include Consultants, Draughting etc.)

Total 8 hour Line-Cutting Days .......^..........

Calculat i on

x 7 2?A ?.44 -i. 6
Techui cal Li no-cut t i ng Number Assessment credits 

of claims per claim

The dates listed on this form represent working time spent entirely within the limitsc the above listed clnin.s Q\] Check
If otherwise, please explain ....... ... .......... .................................... .

Dated:

Note:

Signed: ...,i

(A) * Complete only if applicable.
(li) Complete list of names, addresses and dates on reverse side
(C) Submit separate breakdown for each type of survey.
(D) Submit in duplicate.
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Q. TWP. AREA , ONTARIO

GROUND GEOPHYSICAL SURVEY
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JULY 1971
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